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International Treaty Addressing UXO Left Over 
From War Takes Effect. 
 
Source: http://uxoinfo.com/blogcfc/client/index.
cfm/2006/12/4/International-Treaty-Addressing-UXO-
Left-Over-From-War-Takes-Effect 
 
December 4, 2006 An international treaty negoti-
ated through the United Nations governing the 
cleanup of UXO left from war went into effect when it 
was ratified by 26 states. The treaty known as the 
Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War requires par-
ties to an armed conflict to: 
 
· Survey, mark and clear explosive remnants of war 
(ERW) in areas under their control after a conflict. 
 
· Provide technical, material and financial assistance 
for the removal of ERW left by their armed forces in 
areas not under their control. 
 
· Record information on explosive ordnance used or 
abandoned by their armed forces and share that in-
formation with organizations involved in clearance 
activities. Take all feasible precautions to protect ci-
vilians from the effects of ERW, including marking 
and fencing off dangerous areas and warning them of 
the risks.  
 
Although major ordnance manufacturing nations like 
the U.S. and Russia have not yet signed the pact, it 
is the first landmark agreement setting guidelines for 
post-conflict removal of the UXO posing risks to civil-
ians.  
 
Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War (ERW) 
of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weap-
ons came into force on 12 November 2006.  
 
Source:http://www.icbl.org/news/ccw_protocl_v 
 
Another instrument of international humanitarian law 
has just come into force, adding to the body of inter-
national instruments designed to protect civilians 
from indiscriminate weapons. Protocol V on Explo-
sive Remnants of War (ERW) of the Convention on 
Certain Conventional Weapons came into force on 
12 November 2006, almost three years after it was 
adopted. Entry into force occurred six months after 
the 20th state notified the UN of its consent to be 
bound by it. There are now 26 States Parties that 
have ratified the Protocol.  
 
Protocol. V treats explosive ordnance (like bombs, 
rockets, mortars, grenades and ammunition) that  
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Updat es  
Operations 
 
The Route Clearance (RCT) Team of the UNMEE 
MACC deployed to Sector Center, conducted road 
clearance operations in the Tserona area. The Inte-
grated Demining Capacity (IDC) teams also contiuned 
to work in Egri Meakel minefield in the Tserona area, 
within the Temporary Security Zone (TSZ). The teams 
cleared an area of 14,8127 m² and 68.5 kms of road in 
the area, respectively. 
 
The Field Operations Associate together with Mine 
Risk Education (MRE) Team One deployed to Adi 
Hakin and Shilalo areas, in Sector Center to confirm 
reports of Unexploded Ordnance (UXO). A report has 
been compiled about the UXO’s found in the area and 
reported to Asmara, MACC HQ on 3 December 2006. 
 
The EOD Ethiopian Team, based south of the Tempo-
rary Security Zone, conducted the Battle Area Clear-
ance (BAC) in Echa Mare area.  
 
The Quality Assurance (QA) team deployed to Tse-
rona area to conduct operations in the Egri Mekel 
minefield and carried out an inspection for the Mine 
Detection Dogs (MDD) with the MECHEM IDC in Sec-
tor Center. 
 
Medical Coordinator of the UNMEE MACC conducted 
First Aid training for the newly arrived Sector Opera-
tions Associate Planning Officer and a refresher 
course with the Information cell national staff. The 
Medic will continue to conduct First Aid refresher 
course for the HQ’s national staff members. 
 
Field staff in Sector Center and Sector West carried 
out liaison activities, meeting and liaising with vari-
ous local authorities, militia and UN team sites to ob-
tain information about the mine threat situation in 
these areas and to inquire about any UXO and mine 
incidents.   
 
Mine Risk Education 
 
The UNMEE MACC Mine Risk Education teams con-
tinued to provide mine awareness briefings during 
the week. 
 
Mine Risk Education Team One and Two of the UN-
MEE MACC deployed to Sector West, in the Sub zone 
of Lalay-Gash, and to Sector Center, in the Sub zone 
of Tserona. 
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The teams conducted MRE activities for 562 
local people from different age groups and 
gender living in areas affected by mines and 
explosive remnants of war. 
 
The two MACC MRE teams will continue MRE 
activities in Sector West and Sector Center. 
The teams will also collect mine/UXO related 
information, including mine/UXO discovery or 
incident reports from the local communities 
during the coming week. 
 
The MRE Coordinator of the Force Mine Ac-
tion Center (FMAC) in Asmara, collaborating 
in MRE activities with the MACC, also con-
ducted Mine Risk Education (MRE) briefings 
to 1 UNMEE security, 01 MOVCON, and 01 en-
gineering section staff member arrived into 
the mission area.  
 
Mine Action Liaison Officer (MALO) in Addis 
conducted MRE awareness briefings to the 
newly arrived United Nation Military Observer 
(UNMO) from Russia in the mission. 

failed to explode or were left behind after a conflict. 
Like the Mine Ban Treaty, Protocol V makes States 
Parties responsible for clearing weapons left behind 
after conflicts have ended and warning populations of 
the presence of the contamination pending clearance.  
 
But it is much weaker than the Mine Ban Treaty be-
cause the text is full of qualifying statements such as 
“where feasible” and “as far as practicable” and it has 
no clear implementation mechanisms. Also in contrast 
to the Mine Ban Treaty, the Protocol is not retroactive 
so there are no obligations to clean up previously left-
behind ERW, and there is no deadline on clearance 
after any future conflicts.  
 
Cluster bomb explosion wounds two land 
mine clearing experts in southern Lebanon  
 
Source: Associated Press Newswires, 24 November 
2006   
 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A cluster bomb from the 
Hezbollah-Israel war in southern Lebanon exploded 
Friday wounding two members of an international 
team of land mine clearing experts, Lebanese security 
officials said.  
 
The two experts' legs were wounded, and they were 
rushed to the government hospital in the southern 
Lebanese town of Marjayoun where their conditions 
were described as serious.  
 
The explosion took place in a field near the village of 
Deir Mimas south of Marjayoun and three kilometers 
(two miles) west of the Israeli border. The wounded 
land mine clearing experts were identified by the secu-
rity officials as David Aldies, from Great Britain, and 
Damir Brasic, from Bosnia. Their hometowns were not 
given. The security officials spoke on condition of ano-
nymity because they were not allowed to speak to the 
media.  
 
The two are members of the British-based Mine Advi-
sory Group, which has been working in southern 
Lebanon since the withdrawal of Israeli forces from the 
area in May 2004 after 18-years of occupation. The 
security officials said Aldiers and Brasic ran into the 
field after a herd of goats that had strayed into it deto-
nated a cluster bomb and they themselves stepped on 
another one.  
 
The United Nations and human rights groups have ac-
cused Israel of firing as many as 4 million cluster 
bombs into Lebanon during its war with Hezbollah this 
summer that ended in a U.N.-brokered cease-fire on 
Aug. 14. U.N. demining experts say up to 1 million 
cluster bombs failed to explode and continue to 
threaten civilians. At least 24 people have died in clus-
ter bomb explosions in Lebanon since the war ended.  
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MACC Demining Statistics  
 

                                          Mines                          UXO                        Area Worked            Road Cleared             
                                      Destroyed                 Destroyed                         sq.m                              km.                 
27 November  
03 December 06 
 MECHEM                       2                             0                             148,127                            69       
                                   ___________________________________________________________                       
Total (Since  
January 2006)                   6                           1974                         27,850,202                 2,174     

Capacity Deployed  
 
Route Clearance 
One Mechanical Route Survey Team 
Manual Route Clearance Team: 4 manual deminers. 
 
Integrated Demining Capacity 
Mine Detection Dogs:                       12 mine detection dogs (MDD), 6 MDD Handlers 
Manual Demining Capacity:              10 Manual Deminers.  
Mechanical Capacity:                       3 Bozena Flails , 4 Tapirs, and 2 Rhino 20 (mechanical support for Bozenas) 
Training Capacity:                            1 MDD Instructor, 6 Mine Detection Dogs, 1 Mechanical Operators’ Instructor, 1 Bozena                                            
Mini Flail. 

Weekly Roundup  

UNMEE MACC Personnel 
 

             Position                                  Name                            Tel. 150444          E-mail address                      
Programme Manager                        David Bax                          Ext. 2169              bax@un.org           
Chief of Admin/Finance                    Miriam Ooi                         Ext. 2105              ooim@un.org 
Chief of Operations                           Bob Kudyba                       Ext. 2161              kudyba@un.org 
Operations/Planning Officer              Chris Whakatope               Ext. 2119              whakatope@un.org 
MRE Coordinator                              Major Wadud Akond          Ext. 2158              unmee-unmo-macc- mao@un.org 
Newsletter Queries                           Elilta Efrem                        Ext. 2115              efreme@un.org     

Map Requests: UN agencies who would like to obtain mine maps of the mission area, and maps with specific 
information relating to areas with mine/UXO can also be obtained from the MACC Information Section, upon 
prior written request on agency letterhead. For further information contact Yonatan Solomon on Ext 2137. 

Why are Metal Detectors Affected by Soil 
Conditions? 
Metal detectors are instruments, which detect 
changes or differences in magnetic characteristics 
in the soil. A typical detector creates a magnetic 
field, called the primary magnetic field, which will 
in turn generate a secondary magnetic field in 
metallic objects that are on the surface or in the 
soil. When the detector detects a variation caused 
by the presence of this induced secondary magnetic 
field, the operator is alerted by an audio signal.
Unfortunately secondary magnetic fields can also 
be generated by magnetic materials in the soil or in 
soils with a high saline content. Sometimes an 
anomaly is created from a neutral stone in a 
homogeneous difficult soil and a false signal is 
generated. 
 

What Soil Conditions Affect Detector 
Performance? 

 
Strongly magnetic soils will cause modern metal 
detectors to react as if a metallic item were present. 
The soil properties that can cause false alarms in 
metal detectors are the magnetic susceptibility 
which is the extent to which the soil is magnetised 
by the detector’s primary field, and the magnetic 
viscosity (or frequency dependent magnetic 
susceptibility), which is the extent to which this 
magnetisation tracks high frequency changes in the 
detector’s field. Magnetic viscosity is a relatively 
new parameter which has been shown to affect 
detector performance. It is measured by taking a 
small sample of soil and measuring the magnetic 
susceptibility at two different frequencies. The 
greater the difference between the magnetic 
susceptibilities, the greater the effect the soil will 
have on detector performance. Soil conductivity can 
also affect detector performance but to a much 
lesser degree than high magnetic susceptibility or 
magnetic viscosity. Soil conditions where you find 
high magnetic susceptibility/viscosity include: 
 
-Soils which have a high iron, iron sulphide, or iron 
oxide content. Examples of minerals in soil that 
have high magnetic susceptibility include hematite, 
ilmenite, pyrite, and magnetite. 
- Some soils of volcanic origin, 
- Red-coloured tropical soils which typically 
have high levels of iron oxide. 
 
Source: http://www.itep.ws/pdf/UNMAS_problem_soils.pdf   

 

MINE DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES 
 
 

Problem 
Soils” and  
Metal De-

tector  
Perform-

ance 
 
 
 
 

The metal detector is a real workhorse in the 
mine action community and there are few 
operations that do not rely on its performance 
for an efficient and successful outcome. 
Therefore, when its effectiveness is reduced or 
negated, there is a big reduction in production, 
and often safety, for a demining activity. Most 
field practitioners are well aware of the 
problems that are caused by difficult or lateritic 
soils and this article explains why these 
problems occur, how significant or serious the 
problem can be, and what can be done about it. 
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MINE RISK EDUCATION (MRE) BRIEFINGS 
 

The MACC conducts MRE Briefings for all newly arrived UNMEE Personnel, including civilians and UN Military Observers 
(UNMOs). All interested in the MRE Briefings can contact Major Wadud Akond on Ext 2158 at the MACC to arrange MRE 
Briefings.The MACC also conducts two MRE Briefings per month for all other newly arrived UN agencies and NGO person-
nel in the Mission area. The Briefing is held every second and fourth Friday of the month at 15:00hrs at the MACC 
Conference Room. Contact UNICEF if you wish to attend the Briefings. 

November 27— December 03, 2006 
 

Operations   
 

 Integrated Demining Capacity and Route 
Clearance Team (RCT)  deployed to Egri Meakel 
minefield in the Tserona area, Sector Center. The 
teams cleared an area of 68.5 kms of road and 
14,8127 sq.m. of an area during this deployment. 
 

 The Field Operations Associate and MRE Team 
One deployed to Adi Hakin and Shilalo areas, in 
Sector Center to confirm reports of Unexploded 
Ordnance (UXO). 
 

 The EOD Team based in Ethiopia deployed to 
Echa Mare. 
 

 The Quality Assurance (QA) team deployed to 
Tserona area to conduct accreditation to the 
MECHEM IDC. 
 

 Medical Coordinator of the UNMEE MACC con-
ducted First Aid training for newly arrived staff 
and refresher course to the HQ’s national staff. 
 

 Field staff in Sector Center and Sector West 
carried out liaison activities to obtain information 
about the mine threat situation. 
  


